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The property is set in a well regarded block in a cliff
top position on the extremely popular Cliff Drive in
Canford Cliffs, being within moments of both the shops
and amenities of Canford Cliffs Village and the sandy
beaches opposite the apartment.
This superb location would make the apartment ideal
either as a beachside second home or - owing to the
apartment having three double bedrooms - as a main
home for those downsizing and wanting both amazing
views as well as a convenient location.
The apartment itself would benefit from some
modernization and comprises an entrance hall with
storage which gives access to all rooms. The
lounge/dining room is a great size with sliding doors
leading out onto a patio area with superb views.

Canford Cliffs

AN EXTREMELY SPACIOUS GROUND FLOOR
APARTMENT WITH SEA VIEWS
● Entrance Hall ● Lounge
● Kitchen ● 3 Double bedrooms
● Bathroom ● WC
● Electric heating ● Double glazing
● Garage ● Patio ● Ample storage
● Fabulous location
(ref: 936536)

£625,000 Share of Freehold

The kitchen has a range of floor and wall mounted units
with space and plumbing for appliances. Also on offer
are three double bedrooms, a shower room and
separate WC.
However it is the location which is the show stopper
here - with panoramic sea views which span from
Hengistbury Head and the Isle of Wight through to the
Purbecks - they really must be seen to be appreciated.
Furthermore, the beach is literally opposite the
apartment.
Outside, the property also benefits from a single garage
along with further visitor parking. Apartments in
Canford Cliffs with both three bedrooms and views
rarely come available, so act quickly to avoid
disappointment!
Lounge/Dining

6.06m (19'11) x 3.93m (12'11)

Room
Kitchen

3.01m (9'11) x 2.53m (8'4)

Bedroom 1

4.89m (16'1) x 3.94m (12'11)

Bedroom 2

5.14m (16'10) x 3.03m (9'11)

Bedroom 3

3.94m (12'11) x 3.18m (10'5)

Bathroom

2.1m (6'11) x 2.01m (6'7)

Details prepared by Dominic Allen
PLEASE NOTE:
Measurements quoted are approximate and for guidance only. Fixtures, fittings, services & appliances have not been tested and therefore no guarantee can be given that they
are in working order. Images have been produced for information and it cannot be inferred that any item shown is included with the property. These particulars are believed to
be correct but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not constitute an offer or form part of a contract. Solicitors are specifically requested to verify the sales particulars
details in the pre-contract enquiries, in particular: price, local and other searches.
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